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Case Report

A Patient with Multiple Keratinocytic Cancers (MKC): Uncommon
Presentation in a Bulgarian Patient
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Keratinocyte skin cancers, including basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), are the
most common cancer occurring in people with fair skin, worldwide. Despite all known triggers, several suggested
contributors are still investigated. We will focus our attention on the personal history of previous cancers and
radiation exposure as occupational risk factors, as in the presented case. We report a patient, with multiple BCCs,
and subsequent occurrence of a SCC on photo-exposed area of the face, as we want to emphasize the
importance of strict following up of these patients, regarding the risk for developing new tumors in short periods of
time, no matter if the triggering exposure factor is known from the history, or not. Although keratinocytes tumours
are associated with the low mortality rate, we focus the attention on the fact, that the history of non-melanoma
skin cancer is associated with increased mortality.
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Introduction
Keratinocyte skin cancers, including basal cell
carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC), are the most common cancer occurring in
people with fair skin, worldwide [1]. The highest
incidence has been reported in Australia, because of
the higher cumulative UV-exposure, with higher
prevalence among man after 60 years of age, with the
higher domination of BCC, than SCC [1][2]. Exposure
to UV radiation is the primary triggering factor for
malignant transformation in both-melanoma and non-

melanoma cancers, although the pattern of exposure
that gives rise to different types of tumours appears to
vary [2]. Other risk factors, playing role in the cancer
genesis of these kinds of tumors include: patient’s
phenotype (light-coloured skin, eyes and hair),
personal and family history of skin cancer, exposure
to ionizing radiation, arsenic, and certain petroleum
products, previous PUVA therapy, xeroderma
pigmentosum,
Basal
cell
nevus
syndrome,
immunosuppression and variety of precancerous skin
conditions [3]. Most of the cases are the result of the
simultaneous contribution of many risk factors [3].
While UV-exposure from the sun is the most important
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risk factor for all skin cancer, the risk of basal cell and
squamous cell skin cancers also increases with age
[1]. Despite the morbidity, the gender distribution also
depends on age. BCC develops in people under the
age of 52, more commonly in women than men, while
after 52, BCC is more common in men [2]. Squamous
cell carcinoma is considered to occur equally in both
men and women up to the age of 47, while after the
age of 47, SCC becomes more common in men [1][2].
Despite all known triggers, several suggested
contributors are still investigated. We will focus our
attention on the personal history of previous cancers
and radiation exposure as occupational risk factors,
as in the presented case.

Case report

not reveal any significant abnormalities or organ
involvement. The patient was referred for surgical
treatment with island flap under local anaesthesia.
The tissue, surrounding the tumour was resected by
deep oval excision, toward the underlying muscle
(Figs. 1 b, c, d). Two additional excisions were
performed, forming a triangle (Fig. 1 e, f, g, h). The
proximal and distal part of the flap was gently
dissected in depth, for easier further transposition.
The proximal part of the flap was slightly cut and
transported proximately, with adaptation to the edges
of the primary cutaneous defect (Fig. 1 e, f, g, h).
Stepwise adjustment of the cutaneous island to the
newly created bed was performed next, as the blood
supply and innervation of the transported area were
preserved (Fig. 1 e, f, g, h, i, j). The postsurgical
period
underwent
without
complications.
Histopathological examination of the resected tumour
verified the diagnosis of SCC (Fig. 2 a, b, c, d).

An
83-year-old,
fade-skin,
blue-eyed
Caucasian male patient was admitted for a second
time in the clinic for dermatologic surgery, with a
medical history of multiple non-melanoma skin
cancers in the past couple of years. The occasion of
the certain hospitalisation was a recently occurred
tumour formation, located on his left infratemporal
area. Clinical examination revealed a nodular
formation, with the ulcerated surface, covered with
yellowish crusts and raised pearl-like edges, affecting
the skin of the left preauricular, infratemporal area
(Fig. 1a).

Figure 1: a - Clinical manifestation of a tumour, prior the surgical
excision; b, c, d, e - Intraoperative finding. Oval shaped excision of
a tumour with the preparation of the island flap; f - Postoperative
findings. The surgical wound is closed with single stitches

Arterial hypertension, diabetes type II and
prostate hyperplasia were reported as comorbidities,
controlled with medications. Dermatologic history was
positive for previous keratinocyte tumours, including
eight basal cell carcinomas, excited within the first
hospitalisation in the clinic, and four more BCCs,
excited previously. Occupational history was positive
for risk factors, as the patient had been working as a
welder, in radiation conditions with X - rays. The
conducted screening panel, including laboratory blood
tests, lung X-ray and abdominal ultrasonography did

Figure 2: Histopathological findings, confirming the diagnosis of
SCC (H&Ex100): a - Aggregates of atypical epithelial cells invading
the dermis. The nonspecific inflammatory infiltrates with
lymphocytes and plasma cells; b - Lobules and nests of atypical,
acantholytic keratinocytes. Premature cornification with free-floating
neoplastic keratinocytes. Cellular aggregates with vascular
appearance; c, d - Aggregates of atypical epithelial cells invading
the dermis.
The nonspecific inflammatory infiltrates with
lymphocytes and plasma cells. Erythrocytes contained in
pseudovascular spaces. Moderate mitotic activity. Premature
cornification

Discussion
Multiple keratinocyte tumors may occur in the
framework of inherited conditions, such as GorlinGoltz syndrome (caused by a mutation in a tumorsuppressor gene, known as the patched 1 gene
(PTCH1) and xeroderma pigmentosum, as well as a
result from several hereditary syndromes that are
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associated with increased risk for development of
BCCs, including Bazax - Dupre - Christol syndrome,
Rombo
syndrome,
multiple
hereditary
infundibulocystic
BCCs
syndrome,
basaloid
hematoma etc. [4]. On the other hand, many immunerelated conditions are also associated with increased
keratinocyte carcinoma risk [5]. While usually most of
the mentioned conditions are caused by certain
mutations and have been associated with additional
abnormalities, in the genesis of an-syndromic multiple
keratinocyte tumours should be based on the
environmental factors predominantly, mainly the UV
exposure and personal history [6].
And if the
cumulative dosage of UV radiation leads to DNA
damage in all individuals, it is certainly unclear
whether multiple keratinocyte tumours could appear in
all individuals, exposed to same triggering factors, as
radiation for example.

occurrence of a SCC on photo-exposed area of the
face, as we want to emphasize the importance of strict
following up of these patients, regarding the risk for
developing new tumors in short periods of time, no
matter if the triggering exposure factor is known from
the history, or not. Although keratinocytes tumours
are associated with low fertility rate, we focus the
attention on the fact, that the history of non-melanoma
skin cancer is associated with increased mortality, as
the high prevalence of these tumours elevates the
importance of the possibility of associated subsequent
mortality from other causes also [7]. Early detection is
an essential part of the therapeutic process, while
surgical excision is the most appropriate treatment
choice.

But it is well - known that the 3 - year
cumulative risk for developing a BCC is 44% higher
with at least a 10 - fold increase in the incidence
compared with the rate in a comparable general
population, while the cumulative risk of a subsequent
SCC after a primary SCC is 18%, or at least a 10 fold increase in incidence compared with the
incidence of first tumors in a comparable general
population [6]. Furthermore, the established risk of
developing BCC in a patient with previous SCC is
almost equal to the same in a patient with a primary
BCC, for developing a new BCC, but it is lower for
subsequent development of SCC in a patient with
primary BCC [6].
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